Meadowside Designs
Tutorials for Quarter-Square triangles

Quarter-square triangles (QST) are cut from squares 1¼ inches
larger than the required finished size. Cut a strip and cut into
squares. Cut the squares in half diagonally twice.
So for a 3 inch finished QST square cut a strip and then squares of 4¼
inches; cut in half across both diagonals.

One unit at a time
Cut squares as above. Mark both diagonals on lighter squares. Pair
squares RS together and stitch ¼ inch either side of one diagonal. Cut
apart along both marked lines. Pair units and stitch together to complete
square.

Or – Cut squares as above. Pair and make into HST units (see HalfSquare Triangles Tutorial). Pair HST units, right sides together and
reversing colours. Mark and stitch ¼ inch either side of opposite diagonal.

Three-colour QSTs
Cut squares as before – 1¼ inches larger than finished size – 2 in colour 1
and one each of the other colours. Stitch into HSTs. Pair, mark and stitch
as before. Cut along diagonal. Check you have the colours in the right
place before you cut!

For multiple quarter square triangle units:
Determine the size of the finished square and add 1¼". Also determine
the number of units you require.
On the WS of one fabric draw a grid of squares of this measurement
making sure that the total number of squares in the grid is the number
you require.
You can also cut strips 1¼" wider
than your finished units and draw
squares on the strip.
Carefully mark in both diagonals in
squares of the grid. These will be
your cutting lines.

all

For best accuracy also mark lines ¼"
either side of one of the diagonals.
These will be your stitching lines. To
avoid any possible confusion when
stitching, you may find it helpful to mark
arrows (for instance) on these lines.

Layer and pin both fabrics RS together.

Stitch along the marked stitching lines.

or

Press.

Cut apart on all remaining lines to yield requisite number of units. Each
pair of squares yields 4 triangles to make 2 QST units

Press all triangles, to darker fabric.

Pair and stitch triangles, butting seams at the centre, to make QST units

Press the final seam as for the 4-patch units –

Unpick the seams a little at the centre (where indicated by the seam
ripper in photos below) so the last seam can be pressed in opposite
directions. This reduces the bulk at the centre and allows the block to lie
flatter.
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